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Topic: Transition

Coaching Methodology
Technical Progressive
Functional Training

Warm-Up Exercise

✔ Tactical Progressive

Phase Play

Shadow Play

Organization / Instructions
Activity 1:
Player A dribbles the ball to the feet of player 1
Immediately the ball is given up player A back peddles to their starting point
Player 1 then dribbles the ball to player B and immediately recovers to their starting point
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Activity 2:
Player plays A a long pass to player 1 and then moves to support for a two pass interchange
Immediately after the "long-short-short" sequence is played player A recovers to their starting
point
Player 1 plays long to player B

Main Theme Exercise 1

Main Theme Exercise 2
Organization Exercise 1
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5 vs. 2/3 (+ 3/2)
If 2/3 win the ball they must pass it to their
teammates outside the grid
If a pass is completed to the outside players or
ball goes outside the grid teams switch roles
If the team of 5 loses possession to opponents
they may immediately win it back
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Organization Exercise 2
4 vs. 4 + Targets
To score:
Play to target and receive ball back
Play to target, target play to third man who
dribbles into end zone

Coaching Points: (Include Visual Cues)
Exercise 1
The possession group should keep the space big and look to split opponents when possible
2/3 must pressure the ball to force a turnover and then identify the pass to the outside
Team of 5 must have the mentality to immediately regain possession with pressure on the ball and deny the pass out of the grid
Exercise 2
Out of possession defend entry pass to target by applying immediate pressure to the ball
In possession look forward quickly and support quickly
When ball turns over transition quicker and more effectively than opponent

Coaching Outline

Coaching Academy

Main Theme Exercise 3

Organization
Play begins with a midfield player +35 yards from goal
Attacking team plays to the goal
Team defending goal seeks to win possession and play to target. Target must
receive immediate support and team attacks counter goals
Team attacking goal must seek to immediately regain in possession in the final
third to maintain attack and deny the counter attack
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Coaching Points
Team attacking the goal must circulate the ball to create a goal scoring opportunity
Team defending goal must maintain shape in order to win the ball and be able to transition to the target player and support the target player
If the ball is lost by the team attacking the goal they must immediately pressure to keep ball in the final third
If the ball leaves the final third the team attacking the goal must recover deeper to defend the counter attack goals

Diagram Team Shape - Provide Field Dimensions

Organization
6 (3-1-1) vs. 6 (2-1-2)
Unconditioned play
Attention should be paid to any throw in or dead ball situation where
possession is exchanged
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Print Session
Interactive Session Plans™ created by www.academysoccercoach.com

Upon gaining possession the mentality must be to go forward and
maintain possession
Emphasis should be placed on regaining possession in the attacking third
and maintaining an attack at the opponent's end
Upon losing possession the mentality must be to win the ball back
immediately. Pressure must be directed to the ball and supported by the
rest of the team
Maintaining team shape and balance in and out of possession will allow
for more effective transition
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